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DESIGN BASICS is a popular introduction to two-dimensional
design. Each concept is presented in a full two-page spread,
making the text practical and easy for students to refer to
while they work. Visual examples from many periods and
cultures are provided for all elements and principles of
design.
Nowhere is the complex and destructive painter Jackson
Pollock (1912–1956) revealed with more compassion and
insight than in this exemplary biography. Friedman, a friend of
Pollock's and active in the art world, shows him to be a
brilliant man tormented by his relationship to his family; an
artist who worked hard through years of poverty to achieve
his controversial painting technique; the first American painter
to gain an international reputation for himself and for what
has been variously called Action Painting or Abstract
Expressionism; and a man who struggled with alcohol and the
tension between gentleness and violence.Newly illustrated
with seminal Pollock paintings, this book takes the reader
inside the art world of New York during the '40s and '50s,
when Action Painting first emerged. Friedman reveals what it
meant to Pollock to experience the invasion of his studio and
of the very act of painting by the external pressures of shows,
reviews, films, dealers, critics, hostile publicity; and how,
despite it all, Pollock created many of the most graceful and
powerful paintings ever made in America.
A valuable resource for students of art and art history, this
book is the fruit of two decades of research and association
with social realists and other protest and in revolutionary
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artists. Guillermo goes back to the origins of protest art in the
19th century and pursues it to its full flourishing in the Marcos
regime and its variations during the Aquino administration. It
also projects the trajectory of art into the future as new issues
emerge to engage the political artist.
As The New Yorker's genius cartoonist, Saul Steinberg was
universally admired for his playful and profound images of the
life and times of his adopted homeland, the USA. In
Reflections and Shadows, the artist evokes an equally
enchanting portrait of his own life, conjuring images from his
childhood in poverty-stricken Romania, his artistic education
in Milan and his first taste of freedom and opportunity, in
Washington and New York. Written in collaboration with his
close friend, the author Aldo Buzzi, Reflections and Shadows
offers a wonderful insight into the life and work of one of the
twentieth century's great talents.
A visual introduction to the culture and evaluation process of
outsider art showcases numerous works, including several
previously unpublished pieces by such artists as Henry
Darger, William Hawkins, and Adolf Wölfi, in a volume
complemented by discussions on the rising influence of
outsider art and the role of mental illness in its creation.
Original. 12,500 first printing.
While Surrealism was becoming out of fashion in Europe in
the 1930s, it enjoyed a growing popularity on the other side of
the Atlantic. This text traces the history of this movement in
the United States from about 1930 to 1950 by examining its
manifestations throughout the country.
Yulla was born in 1911 in Berlin, Germany and raised in an
Orthodox Jewish family. Her developing personality was a
result of an intermingling of many diverse spiritual, emotional,
cultural and other environmental forces. While secretly
attending sculpture classes, she also pursued her interests in
science and mathematics, which intensified when she met
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Albert Einstein. In 1938, escaping the Nazis with her family,
Yulla came to the United States and settled in Cincinnati with
the aid of her husband's cousin, Libby Holman. In 1942,
separated from her husband, she came to New York City
where several years later, she met and married the sculptor,
Jacques Lipchitz. In later years Yulla and Lipchitz lived and
maintained homes in both Italy and America. Through
Lipchitz, Yulla met Pablo Picasso, Henry Moore, Marc
Chagall, Alexander Calder, Marino Marini and their
contemporaries. After Lipchitz' death in 1972, Yulla became
more involved in her own creative work. Sculpture was the
first medium of Yulla's reentry into the creative arts. By the
late seventies she had begun to photograph, beginning with
Polaroids. Through the lens of the camera, her artist's eyes
saw a bright new unexplored world-- a world of divergent
images. Since that time, Yulla's photographs have been
exhibited in over eighteen photographic exhibitions around
the world. Yulla's works speak to each viewer on a direct
interactive, personal and universal level. Now, for the first
time in this book, the full scope and magnitude of Yulla's
photography emerges. Yulla Lipchitz lets her inventive
imagination play with the idea of reconstructing the image to
give the effect of optical illusions. The result is a
transformation of the ordinary into the extraordinary.
Alfonso OssorioHorror Vacui : Filling the Void, a Fifty Year
Survey : May 9-August 2, 2002, Michael Rosenfeld Gallery,
New York, NY : May 30-September 1, 2002, Ossorio
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Featuring examples across many media and extending
beyond ethnicity, 'Asian/American/Modern Art' brings into
focus an underrepresented and vital group within
American art.
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A history of the Hamptons chronicles its evolution while
portraying some of the artists who spent time there, from
Winslow Homer and Lee Krasner to Herman Melville, F.
Scott Fitzgerald, and John Steinbeck, in a volume that
includes reproduced artwork and archive photographs.
In this first book of interviews with visual artists from
across Texas, more than sixty artists reflect on topics
from formative influences and inspirations to their
common engagement with found materials. Beyond the
art itself, no source is more primary to understanding art
and artist than the artist’s own words. After all, who can
speak with more authority about the artist’s influences,
motivations, methods, philosophies, and creations?
Since 2010, Robert Craig Bunch has interviewed sixtyfour of Texas’ finest artists, who have responded with
honesty, clarity, and—naturally—great insight into their
own work. None of these interviews has been previously
published, even in part. Incorporating a striking, full-color
illustration of each artist’s work, these absorbing selfexaminations will stand collectively as a reference of
lasting value.
Based on a symposium held in 1999 during The Museum
of Modern Art's retrospective, this volume presents nine
critical essays offering dramatically different ways of
understanding Pollock's art and influence. The essays
reveal not just the richness of Pollock's work, but also
the vitality and diversity of contemporary criticism. The
essays were written by Robert Storr, Pepe Karmel,
James Coddington and Carol Mancusi-Ungaro, Kirk
Varnedoe, T. J. Clark, Jeremy Lewison, Rosalind
Krauss, and Anne Wagner.
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Dr. Rebecah Hall offers insight into her identity living
between her Native upbringing and the Christian
world. These poems offer reflection, hope, love,
inspiration, and honesty about the author and the
truths we can find within ourselves.
A major survey of American art from the Colonial
period to the early 21st-century.
The books shows the powerful work and
international trajectory of Spanish urban artist
Francisco de Pájaro aka Art is Trash.
Murder is a fine art… A killer is preying on New York's
art community, creating gruesome depictions of
famous paintings, using human flesh and blood as
his media. Terror stalks this world of genius, greed,
inspiration, and jealousy -- a world Kate McKinnon
knows all too well. A former NYPD cop who traded in
her badge for a Ph.D in art history, Kate can see the
method behind the psychopath's madness -- for the
grisly slaughter of a former protégé is drawing her
into the predator's path. And as each new murder
exceeds the last in savagery, Kate is trapped in the
twisted obsessions of the death artist, who plans to
use her body, her blood, and her fear to create the
ultimate masterpiece.
Exhibition catalogue.
Fernando Amorsolo y Cueto is one of the most
important artists in the history of painting in the
Phillipines.
Contemporary painter Jonas Wood's exuberantly
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colorful portraits: an uncanny blend of realism and
abstraction The latest book from Los Angeles-based
artist Jonas Wood (born 1977) follows the style of his
previous publications Sports Book and Interiors, this
time taking up the subject of portraiture. Portraits
compiles the many works completed over Wood's
career, done in a variety of media, and with a range
of subjects and sitters, including paintings of artist
friends, self-portraits, intimate familial moments in
domestic interiors and the artist's own cultural and
sports heroes, from basketball players and boxers to
Philip Guston and Pablo Picasso--though Wood's
esteem for these figures is beside the point, as he
notes: "I don't depict only those athletes who have
meaning for me. Sometimes it is about the images
being interesting, or that I like the color of the card,
and sometimes it is about loving the athlete." Wood's
subjects are presented in bright light with lively color,
graphic flatness and minute detail rendered
impeccably. Jonas Woods: Portraits reveals an
intimate look at the life of an artist at the forefront of
contemporary painting.
The Infanta Isabel Clara Eugenia (1566-1633), the
eldest daughter of Phillip of Spain, was one of the
most important female figures of the 17th century.
She made a vital contribution to the consolidation of
Spanish power in the Netherlands, after 80 years of
war and rebellion, and her legacy still determines the
political situation there. This collection of 14 essays
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offers new research from renowned international
specialists. It constitutes the first detailed study of
the Infanta - from her childhood at the Spanish court
to her death as a widow - since the biography by the
Countess Hennequin de Villermont published in
1912. The authors bring a variety of focuses,
methods and perspectives, thus producing a rich
picture of the Infanta in her political and cultural
surroundings, Isabel appears not only as an historic
personage on the European scene of the modern
era, but her visual tastes, her devotional practice and
her persona as a ruler also emerge from this book.
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